This twelve-piece adapter set increases the service capability of the QuickJack BL-5000 and BL-7000 series by providing stackable adapters that mount inside the lifting block trays.

Most SUVs and trucks require adapter sets for maintenance. Your portable car lift system is capable of reaching the undercarriage of virtually every vehicle that does not exceed the unit's lift capacity. Best of all, while using SUV and truck adapters, QuickJack remains perfectly stable and secure at all times. Take your garage lift to its max extension with as much ease as you would a Mustang or Ferrari. And if you do have a smaller vehicle to work under, it's easy to replace the adapter set with QuickJack's conventional stackable rubber blocks takes in no time at all. Just swap them out in the block tray and you're done!

**Kit includes:**
- (4) low-profile round polyurethane contact pads
- (4) sliding receivers that accommodate the round polyurethane contact pads and/or the stackable adapters
- (4) 3” stackable adapters

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- 1” (25 mm)
- 2.8” (71 mm)
- 3.4” (86 mm)
- 7.2” (183 mm) **WHEN CONNECTED**
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